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FIVE ITEMS I NEED: 

● new desk decor - something that will make my desk look nice and also 
maybe even serve as an organization tool. For this, I repurposed a glass jar to 
hold my origami stars. This is mostly meant to serve as decor, but I could 
honestly stick my pencils or lip gloss tubes in there too if I wanted. I’m also 
going to paint the lid tomorrow, just to spruce it up a little bit! 

 

● swing/hammock chair - just for fun! I found this hammock chair for just $29 
on Craigslist, and it’s in like new condition. 
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● wall/full length mirror - I wanted a cool and funky mirror for my room :-) 
Okay, so maybe an $850 mirror isn’t the best choice for me, but look at how 
cool this mirror is! It just shows the things you can find if you’re looking (and 
willing to shell out that much money for a mirror).

 

Luckily, I found this mirror that is much more within my budget: $15 for a full 
length mirror--it’s not the funkiest, but it’s practical and cheap! 



 

● nightstand - just to place some objects on. How cute is this?! It’s a mint-green 
dresser/nightstand that I fell in love with when I first saw it. I can honestly see 
myself taking this to college or something, just because it’s so practical and 
decorative at the same time. 

 
● whiteboard - for all those handy reminders. Not only is this a set with multiple 

items, but these are things that I can take to college with me a couple years 
from now and make good use of for a long while!  



 

All of the items I found today were on Craiglist and secondhand, meaning I would be 
keeping things from potentially being tossed or left behind and getting things that I 
personally need for myself. Call it environmentally-friendly or call it a mix of 
common sense and frugality, but when doing this challenge, I thought about how 
my family already often likes to buy secondhand and donate our unwanted 
items--just a couple months ago, we had a bunch of unused plates we didn’t want, 
so we basically planted it on the street with a “Free” sign on it and had takers within 
a few hours. It’s good to know that practices like buying used or even creating our 
own options are helping to break the cycle of waste. 


